
Africa Test Review 
 
 

1. Be familiar with the path of the Nile River. For example: know the name of the nation 
where the confluence of White Nile and Blue Nile is located Sudan, name the Blue Nile’s 
Source, what is located in the city of Aswan high dam and how has this item affected life both 
up and down stream along the Nile River flood control, hydroelectricity 
 
 
2.  Know about Apartheid and how it was used in South Africa segregation of black 
Africans and white Africans. For example: know what Apartheid is and which groups were 
favored in society and which were not, which group of people made up the majority of the 
population size black Africans, who was a major figure who help end apartheid Nelson 
Mandela and eventually became the first black president of South Africa, what are “homelands” 
forced townships of black Africans and who lived there, and what was the result of apartheids 
end fairly stable multi ethnic society where the black Africans held most of the power. What 
are lasting effects of Apartheid in South Africa? Discrimination poverty 
 
 
3.  Be familiar with HDI in Africa. For Example: what is the general “age” of  most HIV 
victims, how do we define a cultural region distinct similar cultural characteristics, what 
European institution or practice lead to the political division of Africa (also affected their 
diffusion of cultures) colonialism, what characteristics or aspects of a society are looked at to 
determine HDI? GDP per capita, life expectancy, children per women. 
 
 
4.  Identify various African conflicts. For example: Who are the Janjaweeds and where are 
they located? Militia in Sudan What is the root of the conflict they are involved in? Arab 
government forces vs. black African farmers Who are the Hutu and Tutsi and where are they 
located? Rwandan ethnic groups Which group was considered superior by Europeans? Tutsis 
Which group has a larger population size? Hutus What was the main weapon used in killings in 
Rwanda? Machete What are Blood Diamonds and what does the selling of them help fund? 
Diamonds smuggled out of Africa to fund war.  
 
 
5.  Identify various physical features and their importance. For example: Where are the first 
humans believed to have settled in Africa Great Rift Valley, what are reasons the Sahara/Sahel 
are growing desertification, what natural resource have most people in the world settled by? 
Water

 
 
Define:  
Desertification     Linguistic Group 
Multiracial      Refugee
Commercial Farming     Genocide 
Subsistence Farming     River Basin



Cottage industry     Divide and Rule 
Apartheid      Self-Determination 
Life Expectancy     Animism 
Standard of Living 

 


